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LISAPLEX™TREATMENT&COLOR is an innovative range for professionals that guarantees safety from 

a technical and fashion point of view. Thanks to the innovative VEGETAL PROTEIN COMPLEX complete 

protection for the hair structure is assured.

LISAPLEX™
is a treatment that preserves the integrity of the hair fibre during hair colouring and decolourising 

services, reconstructing the internal fibre of the hair. 

LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR
is an ammonia-free tone on tone oxidising hair colour product enriched with VEGETAL PROTEIN 

COMPLEX, for pastel colour effects.

LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR
È una colorazione ad ossidazione tono su tono formulata senza ammoniaca ed arricchita dal

VEGETAL PROTEIN COMPLEX, per neutralizzare e tonalizzare i riflessi, rendendoli vibranti e luminosi.

LISAPLEX™XTREME COLOR
is an ammonia-free tone on tone oxidising hair colour product enriched with  VEGETAL PROTEIN 

COMPLEX for neutralising and toning tints to leave them looking vibrant and radiant. 

LISAPLEX™

TREATMENT
&COLOR

LISAPLEX™
ENJOY

WORLD
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INSIDE THE HAIR STRUCTURE, with an action aimed at:

Trebling the strength of damaged hair, restoring natural anti-breakage elements

Strengthening hair so it can withstand the damage caused by combs, hairdryers and brushes

Protecting hair, also in conditions of extreme humidity 

VEGETAL PROTEIN COMPLEX is the cornerstone of LISAPLEX™TREATMENT&COLOR TECHNOLOGY. It 

guarantees cosmetic appeal, protection and reconstruction as well as improving hair volume and thickness. 

Based on natural proteins, it acts on the elastic properties, the flexion and the abrasions of the cuticle.

ACTION ON TWO DIFFERENT LEVELS

ON THE SURFACE OF THE HAIR, acting at cosmetic level in order to: 

Strengthen and lubricate the surface of the hair

Reduce the damage caused by aggressive chemical treatments, environmental stress and styling

LISAPLEX™

VEGETAL PROTEIN
COMPLEX
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LISAPLEX™

LISAPLEX™ is the innovative technology that enables you to 
completely restore the radiance and wellbeing of your hair.

Thanks to its two stages, LISAPLEX™BONDSAVER and LISAPLEX™ 
HAIRSTRUCTURE FILLER, Lisaplex™ technology offers a dual 

guarantee on the surface of the hair cuticle and inside the cortex.

TREATMENT
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In a single kit, the revolutionary protective treatment, the product of innovative Italian research, protects both 

the interior and exterior of the hair structure and reconstructs the internal bonds in treated and damaged 

hair, as well as hair that has been weakened by aggressive treatments.

LISAPLEX™

BONDSAVER
Shielding Fluid that preserves the 

integrity of the lamellar structures of the 
hair and damaged keratin structures.

FORMATS
5 ml

125 ml
475 ml

LISAPLEX™ 

HAIRSTRUCTURE FILLER
Filler Cream that reconstructs an 

optimum cosmetic condition, creating 
a natural film-forming layer with a 
protective action, nourishing and 

hydrating the hair.

FORMATS
20 ml
125 ml
475 ml

LISAPLEXTM KITS

PROFESSIONAL KIT
(3x475ml)

SALON INTRO KIT
(2x125ml)

SINGLE APPLICATION KIT
(10x5-20ml)

LISAPLEX™BONDSAVER and HAIRSTRUCTURE 

FILLER come in 2 bottles with 1 dispenser and 1 

Pasteur pipette. They are two fluids completely 

free of parabens, sulphates and formaldehyde to 

guarantee our customers maximum protection.

Lisaplex™ is aimed at all customers. It is particularly 

recommended during technical services (colouring, 

total and partial decolourisation) and in the case of 

hair severely lacking in structure due to repeated 

chemical treatments..

Lisaplex™ is a revolutionary protective treatment 

that guarantees immediate and visible results 

without altering your working method.

The scent is sensual and enigmatic with an oriental 

charm. The citrusy notes are enveloped with refined 

Jasmine and Freesia petals. The heart caresses 

this jus with nuances of white Osmanthus, Lily of 

the Valley and Tuberose flowers, enlivened with 

colourful touches of Peony petals. The base notes 

of Vanilla, Tonka Beans, Benzoin and Argan give 

the fragrance an unmistakeable richness and a 

precious and sophisticated core.

THE
FRAGRANCE

TO TARGET

DOES IT 
TAKE

SUGGEST IT
WHY

WHO 

WHAT FORM 
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LISAPLEX™

SALON
SERVICES

Does LISAPLEX™  work on hair 

that has previously undergone 

chemical and natural treatments?

Can I carry out two services on the 

same day with LISAPLEX™?

Do I have to increase processing 

times with LISAPLEX™?

Is the power of the lightener 

reduced?

Can I use it mixed with colours?

Is there a LISAPLEX™

solution for maintaining its effects 

at home?

Yes, it can be used where the hair structure is completely intact, 

on hair chemically treated with colouring, decolourisation, 

straightening and perm services. .

If the hair structure allows it, yes. 

It isn’t necessary to increase the processing time. 

No, its lightening power is unchanged. 

Yes, LISAPLEX™ can be used with any hair colour.

The LISAPLEX™ Treatment does not involve any maintenance 

at home, but it is possible to choose the Lisap solution most 

appropriate for the hair structure in question. The LISAPLEX™ 

Technical Poster will help you find the best solution for the hair 

structure of your customer. 

DECOLOURISING 
Added after blending Lightener and Oxidant, 

LISAPLEX™ preserves the hair structure without 
inhibiting the lightening process, mitigating the 

action of the persulfates on the hair structure. It is 
not necessary to change application method or the 

type of lightener used.

BLEND: 5 ML LISAPLEX™BONDSAVER
FOR EVERY 30 G OF LIGHTENING 

POWDER.COLOURING
Added after blending Colour Cream and 

Oxidant, LISAPLEX™ improves the structure 
of the hair leaving it radiant and enhancing its 

shine for even longer-lasting results.

BLEND: 3 ML LISAPLEX™ BONDSAVER 
FOR EVERY 50 G OF COLOUR CREAM.

STAND 
ALONE

Used as a standalone solution, 
LISAPLEX™ gives body, volume and 
thickness to all types of hair, leaving 

it shiny, full of body and firm 
without weighing it down.

RECONSTRUCTION
In combination with LISAP EASY BUILD [TO] 

2, Polymeric Reconstructor, LISAPLEX™ carries 
out a Reconstruction Booster action on frizzy, thick 

and untamed hair, and hair lacking in structure 
to protect, firm and reconstruct the hair fibres, 

creating new internal bonds. 

BLEND: 1:1 EASY BUILD [TO] 2
E LISAPLEX™ BOND SAVER.

FAQ
DOMANDE
FREQUENTI
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LISAPLEX™ PASTEL COLOR is an ammonia-free tone on 
tone oxidising hair colour product enriched with VEGETAL 

PROTEIN COMPLEX for infinite pastel colour effects. 
To maintain the pastel effect and keep the colour vibrant, 

it is possible to carry out one application after the next 
without damaging the hair structure.

In just a few minutes, LISAPLEX™ PASTEL COLOR allows you 
to express your creativity in infinite shades of colour. 
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LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR has a creamy texture 

and a completely ammonia-free formula and 

comes in a 60 ml tube. 

LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR is particularly suitable 

for light blonde or decolourised hair of hair colour 

level 9-10. 

LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR is a semi permanent 

pastel-effect hair colour product ideal for all 

customers who want to experiment with delicate, 

temporary colours.

It has a fresh and fruity scent. The Mango, Passion 

Fruit and Peach notes blend perfectly with the 

soft, flowery heart of Jasmine, Rose and Lily of the 

Valley. The mélange is completed with a musky and 

woody base of Citron, Sandalwood and Amber.   

LISAPLEX™Pastel Color

8 pastel shades and a neutral shade 

that can be blended together for an 

infinite range of Urban&Street-

style colours.

Activator 8,5 Vol.

Delicate oxidising cream used in 

combination with LISAPLEX™ PASTEL 

COLOR for a safe and respectful 

application.

LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR

is a semi permanent pastel-effect hair colour product.

- It is especially dedicated to post-highlighting and decolourising services.

- It does not mask and does not cover white hair

- It offers a complete spectrum of nuances 

-Thanks to its delicate formula, Lisaplex™ Pastel Color is gentle on the skin of both 

professionals and customers.

THE
FRAGRANCE

TO TARGET

DOES IT 
TAKE

SUGGEST IT
WHY

WHO 

WHAT FORM 
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How can I make best use of the LISAPLEX™ Pastel 
Color nuances? 

You can obtain a softer effect by adding LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR CLOUDY CREAM to the 

nuances. 

The intensity is diluted and your creations will have an even more personal touch.

You can obtain a stronger effect by increasing the processing time up to a maximum of 20 

minutes.

You can obtain a lighter effect with a processing time of between 5 and 10 minutes.

All nuances can be blended together. 

The ideal hair colour level is 9 or 10. On hair colour levels below 9, the product’s effect diminishes 

and the end results are different.

It lasts for up to a maximum of 6 shampoos, offering plenty of versatility over time.

Processing times vary from 5 to 20 minutes depending on the desired result. 

To prepare the perfect base, lighten the hair with LIGHT SCALE UP TO 9 LIGHTENER

Blend the desired nuance with 8,5 VOL. DEVELOPER (dilution ratio 1:2). When the blend is ready 

add 5 ml of  LISAPLEX™BOND SAVER to preserve the integrity of the hair’s lamellar structures. 

BEAUTY
TIPS

smoky crystal

con cloudy cream

con cloudy cream

con cloudy cream

con cloudy cream

con cloudy cream

con cloudy cream

con cloudy cream

con cloudy cream

5-10 minuti

5-10 minuti

5-10 minuti

5-10 minuti

5-10 minuti

5-10 minuti

5-10 minuti

5-10 minuti

20 minuti

20 minuti

20 minuti

20 minuti

20 minuti

20 minuti

20 minuti

20 minuti

lilla flower

blue sky

peppermint

yellow sunflower

cloudy cream
Added to the shades, 
LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR 
CLOUDY CREAM allows you 
to dilute their intensity and 
to give your colour creations 
and experiments an even 
more personal touch. 

orange pink

pink bubble

light pearl

NUANCES
CHART
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FAQ
DOMANDE
FREQUENTI

Can I apply LISAPLEX™Pastel   

Color to a hair colour level of over 10?

Are the results the same if applied to a 

hair colour level of below 9? 

How long does LISAPLEX™Pastel Color 

last on average?

Can I mix the nuances of  

LISAPLEX™Pastel Color together?

Does LISAPLEX™Pastel Color cover 

white hair?

Can I apply LISAPLEX™Pastel   

Color to wet hair?

Can I use an oxidant of a different 

volume?

Yes, you can. 

No, the same results are not guaranteed. 

4-6 shampoos. The duration varies depending on hair 

type and structure.

Yes, you can mix the nuances of Lisaplex™ Pastel Color 

together. It is advisable to stick to the hair colouring 

rules to personalise the effect.

LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR is not a colourant designed 

to cover white hair but it could obviously stain it.

Yes, it can be used on both dry and wet hair.

We can’t guarantee the same end results if an oxidant of a 

different volume to LISAPLEX™PASTEL COLOR ACTIVATOR 

8,5 VOL. is used.

Is it necessary to use a specific 

lightener for LISAPLEX™ Pastel Color, 

for example one with an Ammonia-

Free formula?

Where can I find information on  

LISAPLEX™Pastel Color?

No, it isn’t necessary. The important thing is that the 

lightener used manages to attain the desired level of 

lightening. We recommend using the  LIGHT SCALE 

UP-TO-9 LIGHTENER. 

You can find information on the website  

www.lisaplex.com. 
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LISAPLEX™ FILTER COLOR is an ammonia-free tone on tone 
oxidising hair colour product suitable for all hair types and enriched 

with VEGETAL PROTEIN COMPLEX for particularly “expressive”, 
reflective, vibrant and radiant effects. As a post-lightener it is used 

to neutralise tints and to tone.

LISAPLEX™ FILTER COLOR perfects, brightens, lightens 
and harmonises colour all in one go.
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The LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR service enables 

you to expand your range of treatments, creating 

more business for your salon. And thanks to the 

shaker applicator it reduces the application time, 

simplifying your work

LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR is a cream gel with 

a metallic effect and a completely ammonia-free 

formula that comes in a 100 ml tube. 

LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR is designed for all 

types of hair (natural, coloured and decolourised).  

Depending on the desired shade, the ideal base 

varies from colour level 3 to colour level 10. 

Its fragrance, specially studied by our perfumers, 

is carefree and joyous. The luminous top note is 

distinctive for its juicy Raspberry aroma, enlivened 

by effervescent Lemon tones. The Jasmine and 

Violet heart is velvety and enveloping. The mélange 

is completed with a soft base of musky and woody 

notes.   

LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR

is a completely ammonia-free colour cream with a metallic effect and a pleasant fragrance for 

hair colour levels of between 3 and 10.

It doesn’t have a hair colour level; everything is focused on the expressiveness of the tints.

It protects and looks after treated hair thanks to the Vegetal Protein Complex active 

ingredient contained in Lisaplex™.

It offers a smaller range of colours guaranteeing maximum performance in just a few 

nuances and enabling Salons to stock fewer products.

It does not mask and does not cover white hair.

LISAPLEX™Filter Color

A single-step service to bring out all 

the character of tints in just 20 minutes. 

Thanks to Vegetal Protein Complex it also 

looks after the health of the hair.

Shaker

The practical Lisaplex™ Filter Color 

Shaker allows you to perfectly measure 

out the product thanks to the 

graduation marks.  Guarantees 

easy application on the 

customer.

THE
FRAGRANCE

TO TARGET

DOES IT TAKE

SUGGEST IT
WHY

WHO

WHAT FORM 
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How can I make best use of the LISAPLEX™Filter Color shades?

You can obtain a more Intense effect by blending LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR with 5 Vol.  LISAP 

DEVELOPER in the ratio 1:1.

For a more Shiny, Radiant and Expressive effect blend LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR with 20 Vol. LISAP 

DEVELOPER in the ratio 1:1.

All nuances can be blended together. Depending on the service offered, the colour lasts for up to 8 

shampoos, allowing for continuous and versatile use over time. Processing times vary from 3 to 20 

minutes depending on the desired result. 

For even better results, the ideal application base varies 
according to the chosen nuance. 

Hair colour levels 5, 6 and 7 are ideal for the application of the METALLIC GINGER, DEEP PURPLE, 

CHERRY, CHOCOLATE MAUVE and COOL SHADOW nuances. To prepare the optimum base, lighten the 

hair, including coloured hair, with a 1:2 blend of Lisap Lightening Lotion and 10 Vol. Lisap Developer to exalt 

the tone of the chosen shade. For coloured hair blend Lisap Lightening Lotion with Booster Lotion in the 

ratio 15 g + 1 packet of Booster Lotion + 50 g of 10 Vol. Developer to lighten by 1 level, with a processing time of 

15-20 min.

Hair colour levels 8, 9 and 10 are ideal for the application of the METALLIC APRICOT, PEARL, ASH, 

ROSE, GOLD and NUDE SAND nuances.

Hair colour levels 1-10 are the ideal base for the application of the METALLIC GLOSS nuance for a 

brightening service.

METALLIC
CHOCOLATE 

MAUVE

METALLIC
CHERRY

METALLIC
ROSE

METALLIC
COOL 

SHADOWS

METALLIC
DEEP

PURPLE

METALLIC
GINGER

METALLIC
GOLD

METALLIC
APRICOT

COLD

NEUTRAL

WARM

FASHIONABLE

METALLIC
GLOSS

The Metallic Gloss shade 
gives the hair shine. 
Used in the blend it 
desaturates the tones 
of LISAPLEX™FILTER 
COLOR, adjusting the 
intensity of the tints and 
making it possible to 
customise the results.

The Cold nuances are 
crucial for neutralising 
residual tints on lightened 
hair, toning it.

The Warm shades 
harmonise and illuminate 
the cosmetic colour 
without overloading it.

The Fashionable nuances 
are the height of urban 
street colour cool.

METALLIC
NUDE SAND

METALLIC
PEARL

METALLIC
ASH

BEAUTY TIPSNUANCES
CHART
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Can I use a different Developer, above 20 

volume?

What difference is there between using a 10 

Vol. Developer and a 20 Vol. Developer?

Is it necessary to apply LISAP T.C.R. COLOR 

CARE BARRIER CREAM after applying the 

colour?

Can I use it on dry and wet hair?

Can I blend LISAPLEX™Filter Color with 

LISAPLEX™Pastel Color?

Can I blend LISAPLEX™Filter Color with LISAP 

SPLASHER?

Can I blend LISAPLEX™Filter Color METALLIC 

GLOSS with LISAPLEX™ Pastel  Color CLOUDY 

CREAM?

No, it is not advisable to use a DEVELOPER above 20 Volume 

because the results aren’t guaranteed.

10 VOL. DEVELOPER leaves a greater deposit, lightening 

by up to half a tone, while 20 VOL. DEVELOPER has greater 

lightening power.

No it isn’t, as the colour cream-Developer blend does not stain 

the scalp.

Yes, both. Applying it to dry hair produces more noticeable 

results.

No, it isn’t necessary to blend them together as the products 

are designed to produce different results.

No, it is not advisable to blend the two products as 

LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR has already been calibrated to 

achieve the effects presented in the colour chart. Having 

different objectives, LISAP SPLASHER may alter the results.

No, this isn’t advised. These are two different formulas with different 

blends. LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR METALLIC GLOSS has a 

1:1 blending ratio and imparts shine, harmonising the base/end 

contrast with a subtle lightening action. LISAPLEX™PASTEL 

COLOR COLOR CLOUDY CREAM has a 1:2 blending ratio and does 

not have any lightening power on the hair.

Is it necessary to add LISAPLEX™Bond Saver 

to the blend?

How does LISAPLEX™Filter Color technology 

work?

 

To what tones can I apply LISAPLEX™Filter 

Color?

Does LISAPLEX™Filter Color cover white hair?

Can the shades be blended with each other?

How long does LISAPLEX™Filter Color last on 

average?

What if I exceed the recommended 

processing time?

No it isn’t as the formula has already been enriched with Vegetal 

Protein Complex. 

Visit www.lisaplex.com to get all the information on the 

technology developed by our Labs.

LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR is designed for level 3 to level 10 

tones.

No, LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR is not designed for this purpose 

and does not cover white hair. It can only produce slight tints

.

Yes, it is possible to blend the shades together to create new 

tints, remembering to dilute 1:1 with DEVELOPER LISAP.

From four to six shampoos depending on the structure and 

porosity of the hair.

The recommended processing time varies from 3 to 20 minutes 

depending on the desired intensity of the tint and the porosity 

of the hair. Stick to the processing time to avoid any undesired 

effects. 

FAQ
DOMANDE
FREQUENTI
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Can I use it after permanent or straightening 

treatments?

Can I use it after highlighting or 

decolourising lightening services?

After the LISAPLEX™ Filter Color service, what 

can I recommend using at home to maintain 

the look?

If I didn’t have LISAPLEX™Filter Color, what 

could I do to achieve the same result?

Where can I find information on  

LISAPLEX™Filter Color?

Yes. Considering we are working on more porous hair, it is 

advisable to wait for at least 1 week after these services in 

order to rest the hair. In this case, it is advisable to apply LISAP 

ABSOLUTE SPRAY or LISAP ESCALATION PROFESSIONAL 

COLOUR ENHANCING SPRAY  before LISAPLEX™FILTER 

COLOR in order to rebalance the porosity of the hair.

Yes, also on the same day.

Recommend the most suitable LISAP solution for chemically 

treated and coloured hair according to the structure of the 

customer’s hair. You are the Consultant.

Without LISAPLEX™FILTER COLOR you would have to lighten 

and tone the hair, and then carry out a reconstruction. In this 

case toners are more intense than pigment and the same 

results and filter effect typical of this service are not guaranteed.

You can find information on the website 

www.lisaplex.com

BEAUTY DICTIONARY

# HARMONISE
to blend colour nuances preventing the formation of stripes. 

# BRIGHTEN
to give extreme strength to the “contributing” tint, making it fuller and more radiant.

# NEUTRALISE
to eliminate the warm tints left on hair after a lightening service to ensure optimum objective results. 

# URBAN STREET COLOR
spontaneous fashion trends resulting from colour blends.
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LISAPLEX™ XTREME COLOR is a professional direct coloring with 

an acid pH for a brilliant, intense and long-lasting color result. All the 

shades can be mixed together: they can be used pure to obtain intense 

crazy colors or mixed with Pure Diamond, a neutral base, to obtain 

more delicate, pastel colors.

The color is totally free from ammonia and enhanced with Vegetal Protein Complex, 

Lisap’s innovative technology, based on vegetable proteins, which acts on the inside and 

outside of the hair structure guaranteeing a cosmetic effect and reinforcing the structure. 

The creamy formula adds shine and softness to hair while conditioning it.
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A more intense, brighter and longer-lasting color can be achieved by increasing the leave-in time.

A softer color an be obtained by adding Pure Diamond to the other Lisaplex Xtreme Colors.

All the shades can be mixed perfectly together.

The ideal tone level is 8/9/10. 

LISAPLEX™XTREME COLOR

Professional direct coloring available in 7 shades that can be mixed together + 1 neutral shade

LISAPLEX™Xtreme 
Color

LISAPLEX™XTREME COLOR is a 

professional direct coloring with an acid 

pH, that is totally ammonia-free and 

enhanced with Vegetal Protein 

Complex.

Lisaplex Xtreme Color is a fast, direct coloring for 

an intense and long-lasting color result.

it comes in a 60 ml tube with a creamy texture, 

making it easy to apply.

it is ideal on tones 8/9/10

A floral and fruity creation in which the crisp, juicy 

notes of green apple are accompanied by an 

intense heart of geranium and an enveloping base 

of musk and cedar wood.

THE
FRAGRANCE

OFFER IT
WHY 

TARGET

PRESENTATION
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NUANCES
CHART

PURE
DIAMOND

FAIRY
GREEN

MYSTIC
BLUE

MOODY
PURPLE

MAD
PINK

BOSSY
RED

NAUGHTY
ORANGE

CHEEKY
YELLOW
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Can I mix Lisaplex™ Xtreme Color shades 

together?

Does Lisaplex™ Xtreme Color cover white 

hair?

How do you remove Lisaplex™ Xtreme 

Color?

What’s the difference between Lisaplex™ 

Xtreme Color and Lisap Splasher?

Yes, you can mix Lisaplex™ Xtreme Color together. 

No, Lisaplex™ Xtreme Color doesn’t cover white hair.

15 ml of Linfa Schiarente + 1 sachet of Linfa Booster 25 g +10/15 

ml Developer at 5 or 10 volumes depending on the advice of 

your hair colorist. Add 5 ml of Lisaplex™ Bond Saver to care for 

the hair structure. 

Apply this mixture only on the hair where the Lisaplex™ 

Xtreme Color needs to be removed.

The hardest colors to remove are Blue and Green. The colors 

that have an average resistance to removal are Red, Purple, Pink, 

Orange and Yellow.

The two products are not the same and fulfil different 

requirements: 

• Lisap Splasher is an oxidative coloring product which is used 

to tone, intensify, re-pigment and obtain a neutralising colour 

effect. Splasher can be mixed with all the other Lisap oxidative 

coloring products. 

• Lisaplex Xtreme Color is a direct color with an acid pH which 

does not have to be mixed with a developer or oxidative coloring 

products. 

What does direct coloring mean?

Can I apply Lisaplex™ Xtreme Color 

on hair with a tone level above 10?

If it is applied on hair with a tone level under 

8, do you get the same result?

What is the recommended leave-in time?

What application method is recommended? 

How long does Lisaplex™ Xtreme Color last?

Direct coloring means that the product can color hair directly 

and does not need to be mixed with a developer. It nourishes, 

reinforces, conditions and softens, enhancing the color and 

improving the structure of your hair.

Yes, of course you can.

No, the same product performance is not guaranteed.

From 10 to 20 minutes depending on how intense you want the 

color to be. The color lasts longer if you increase the leave-in time.

Apply directly on dry or towel-dried hair using a brush and bowl 

or free-hand.

The duration and intensity of the color vary depending on the 

type of hair.

e.g. if it is too porous, damaged, cosmetically treated or 

mistreated, then the duration will be less than 8 washes. On 

healthy hair, however, in the best condition, it will last for more 

than 8 washes.

Spa, swimming pool and sea water or straighteners on a high 

setting could make the color fade more easily.

FAQ
DOMANDE
FREQUENTI
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LISAPLEXTM

LISAPLEXTM

Filter Color

LISAPLEXTM

Xtreme Color

LISAPLEXTM

Pastel Color

LISAP Laboratori Cosmetici S.p.A. - Via Monte Lungo, 59 Rescaldina (Milano)
www.lisapitalia.com - www.lisaplex.com - lisapspa@lisapitalia.com


